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INVESTIGATION Oj? THE BOUNDARY LAYSIR “ABOUT”A
.,
WJ SymmetriCal AIIhOIL IN A wski “TUXIfELOF.LOU Turbulencef
,’L.
‘~ By Albert E., von Doenhoff .
‘~j .“
SUMMARY
10,
i , An’ extensive series of boundary=layer survey’s was
.-,
made over ,the sAurface of an N.A.C.A”. 0012 airfoil at zero
‘>
I lift. The surveys were made atileynolds Numbers. based,
1
on”the chord, of 2,675,000, 3,780,000, 593,50,000, and ;
7,560,000.. The dragof the airfoil was rneasur~d by the
~“
.wake-suivey method throughout “a rahge of. Reynolds Numbers
from 225,000 to7 ,560,000. The distributio~:of skin fric-
tion ov’er.the %urface of the airfoil was found” from the
bouxidary-la~ek surveys and the results .are”compared wi%h
those o.alculatbd ‘according to the method of Squirb and
Young developed “in England in 1937.
Acompar~son of the conditions associated with tran-
sition in this investigation and. those prevatli.ng in ‘@e-
vious unpubl~’shed tests in the .N.A.C,A. 8-foot high-speed
tunnel and the N’.A.C.A. 19-foot pressure tunnel indicates
that the turbulence of the air stream used in the present
tests is less than ia these tunnels. It appe@rs that the
critical “Reynolds Number of a $phere ,cannot be”used ,as a
measure of the effects of small amounts of turbulence on
the “flow shout an airfoil.
“Thedistribution of turbulent skis friction calculated
according to the method of Squire and Young is iri fair
‘agreement with the experimental results... ‘Both theory and
“experiment show that the skin ‘friction along the surface
of the, lT.i~.C.A. 0012 airfoil is approximately 80 percent
of the profile drag. The calculated profile drag is in
good agreembnt with that “f,ound from the wake surveys..
INTRODUCTION
Because the position and the nature of the transition
region on a given ~ody are controlled to a large extent
bj the turbulence of the air stkeam in which the tests are
2made, %.oundary-lay.er determinatio?~ about the same bed?
“in several tunnels should give an indication of the tur -
bulenc,~.of their.air streams’. ,Furthermore., if’t~e body
chosen for testing is an airfoil; the effect of turbulence
will be shown on a body that is applicable to practical
aerodynamics.
The flow about the N.A.C.A. 0012 airfoil has been the
subject of several inve’etigations. Tests made in the
N.A;C.A. full-scale tunnil included the determination of
the”position of the transition region and the gen’er,al
characteristics of the boundary layer about this airfoil
(reference 1); Similar studies, as yet unpublished, of
the same airfoil were also carried out in the N.A..O.A. 8=
foot high-speed and 19-foot pressure tunnels,.
These tests permit a comparison’of the effects of
turbulence in the air stream in which the present inves-
tigation was conducted with those of the air streams in
which the previous tests were made. The extensive region
of laminar boundary layer in the presence of a’n adverse
pressure gradient that exists on the N.A.C.,A. 0012 a-irfoil
affords an excellent opportunity to check experimentally
the lsminar-boundary-layer theory of reference 2.
The Rurposes of this investigation are to deduce the
relative turbulence characteristics of the low-turbulence
tunnel from determinations of bounda”ry-layer transition
to compare experimental with theoretical ‘velocity profiles
in the laminar boundary layer, to find experimentally the
skin-friction drag and thus to o%tain an estimate of the
proportion of pressure drag to total drag, and to comparo
the skin friction calculated according to the method of
Squire and Young (reference 3) with that found from bound-
ary-layer determinations.
The tests were carried out on the N.A.C.A. 0012 air-
foil set_a&_s_e_ra4J&& Boundary-layer surve s were made7
at 12 positions along the surface for each of four Reynolds
Numbers ranging from 2,675,000 to 7,560,000. The varia-
tion of the position of the transition region with Reynolds
Number was determined. The profile drag of the airfoil was
determined from wake surveys over a range of Reynolds Num-
lers extending from ”225,000 to 7,560,000..
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A’Pl?ARAT.US
s
k== .. “ The” test .se”c”tionoi?the --N:A, C.A.. Iow-t:urbulence tun:-
i nel (refe$cnco 4.) in which this invest.igatio’n was made, i’s
i 3 fee$,:ti$”de,7-1/2 feet high, and 7-112 feet Zo;ng. It
i;I was designed to test airfoil sections in two-dimensional
flow. This’ type of tunnel has the advantage that models
can be test,ed which are much lerger c.onpared with the size
of the tunnel than is possible with tunnels .of mo’re con-1
ventional arrangement. In the design of the .tuunel, an
attempt was made to reduce the turbulence of the air
stretim”to a minimum. Deviations from the desired flow
conditions are difficult to determine.
The N.A.C.A. 0012 airfoil on which most of the tests
were made had a ~-foot chord ~ feet wide, entirely
spanning the tunnel.
-..— ,._..___
‘-=h~o~el was made of wood with a
lacquered surface. T~le lacquer was rubbed smooth’ with ?io.
400 water cloth, the strokes running in, the direction of
flow. Extreme care was used to obtain, a smooth and fair
surface. A 10-inch-chord metal model was used for deter- t
mining the dr~g at low Reynolds Numbers.
A I!mousellwas used to make the boundary-layer sur-
veys. The mouse consisted of a group of four total-press-
ure tubes and pne static-pressure tube~ The tubes were
made- of steel hypodermic tubing having an outside diameter
of 0.040 inch and. a wall thickness of 0.003 inch. The
total-pressure tu%.o.s.were flattened at tho ends until the
opening at the mout’h of the tube was 0.006 inch high. The
arrangement was siqilar t,o that described by Jones in ref-
erence 5. A mouse two-thirds as large as the one just de-
scribed was use”d for makin~ measurements particularly
close to the surface.
The profile drag of the airfcsil .we.s::determlned with
a wake-survey apparatus situated about 24 inches down-
stream of the ?raili’ng edge of the model. The survey ap-
paratus consisted of a movablo rake. of 25 t’otal,-prp,ss.ure
tubes, spaced 002 inch, and one static.-pressure tube. The
total-pressure tubes were connected to a manometer that
integrated the loss of total pressure throughout the wake.
4“
METHOD
The velocity distributions iw the boundary layer.
were obtained by measuring the stattc’ Pressuro at a Point
outside theboundarylayer and the total pressure at sev-
.6raT plositionZWl_t“,hin the boundary layer. The total
piessuri? outside the boundary layer was used as the. ref-’
erenc.e pressure. From these measurements, the ratio of
the” velocity in the”boundary layer to the free-stream ve-
locity was cblculcat.ed as
where u
U.
“,P
h
~o
an c1 Y
u /h-p
—=
Uo J Cl.
velocity inside boundary layer,
free-stream. velocity.
local static pressure.
total presure inside boundary layer.
free-stream dynamic prbssuro.
distance perpendicular to the surface.
The heights of. the total-pressure tubes above the surface
wore measured with a micrometer microscope.
“The method used in calculating the drag fro’m the wake
surveys was essentially the same as Jones t method. The
plane of the measurements was sufficien,t,ly far removed
from the model that, to a first order of accuracy, the
drag was given by the area under tho curve of total-Pre$- .
sure loss throughout the. wake measured by the integrating
manometer. The comparatively small corrections to this
value of the drag were determined from measurements”of the
maximum total-pressure loss and the static pressure in the
cen%er of the wake.
In order to determine the Reynolds ~umber correspondi-
ng to transition at a given station along the airfoil
surface, a function. was found which remained constant
while the flow in the boundary layer was laminar and which
rapidly increased in value with the onset of transition.
For convenience, during the tests, this function was taken
as
~ ---
5
—“
~e .,
I where :.
I Ill total pressure
~.
surface.
i.
r} H total pressure
measured by tube in contact with
outside boundiu?y layer.
This function “was plotted against .=. Transition
was taken as the point corresponding to the knee of the
curve. This procedure is equivalent to plotting
%/%
a’s a function of R
where
U1 ve”locity measured by tube in contact with surface.
Y~ effective height of total-pressure tube. fron sur-
face.
c chord of airfoil.
Ii Reynolds Number based on chord of airfoil.
If y is sufficiently small that the curve of u against
Y is substantially straight, this function should remain
constant at a given station for various values of R as
long as the boundary layer remains larpinar and should’ rise
rapidly as turbulence occurs, owing to the rapid increase
of velocity near the surf-ace.
TESTS
In order to-insure that the airfoil was at zero lift,
the pressures were measured at two corresponding stations
on the upper and the lower surfaces of the airfoil and the
angle of attack wes adjusted so that these corresponding
—
6’
pressures were the same. Pressure measurements wk”re then
made with a mouse” at 57, 54, 48, “.42,39, 36, 30~” 24$ 18s
12, 6, and 3 inches along the surface from the trailing
edge at air speeds of 90, 127”, 1800 and 255 feet per sec-
ond.
Boundary-1ayer surveys ,were made simultaneously with
the pressure measurements. The position of transition as
a function of Reynolds Number was determined throughout
the range of the test.
The drag was. measured before and after the series of
boundary-layer determinations.
RE SULITS
The pressures a’re given in terms of the nondimensional
coefficient
where U is the velocity outside the 3ouadary layer at the
station in question. The coefficient S is plotted in
figure 1 against s/c, where s is tho longitudinal dis-
tance along the sqrface from the leadintq edge of the air-
foil.
The curve of section profile-drag coefficient against
Reynolds Number for the 5-foot-chord nodel is given in fig-
ure 2. The results given in figures 1 and 2 have not been
corrected for tunne”l-w:all interference”.
In figure 3 are presented the values of section pro-
file-drag coefficient corrected for tunnel-wall interfer-
ence for the 10-inch-chord. and the” 5-foot-chord models.
The corrected drag of the 5-foot-chord model is 5 percent
less than the measured drag. The correction for the lCl-
iach-chord model is negligible.
The results of the surveys of the laminar boundary
layer are given in” figures 4 to 10. The velocity profiles
have been plotted in the form u/U. agains t :J5. Curves
.-
7.of this type arq independent,, of. the Reynolds. l?~ber as
long as the boundary layer rem”ainslaminar. The. results
for the tyrtml’e~t Boundary layer are giv”en “in figures 11
to 18. In these fi’gures, the profiles are given. in the
form of curves of n/U. ““aga%nst y/c. .Figura 19. gtve,s
the saqe’ data plotted logarithmic~lly that are given in
figures 11 to 18.
/
THe curves of % h @ against Reynolds Number
Uo c
for, determining’ transition are given in figure 20 for..sev-
eral positions .tilong the. airfoil surface. Transition is
considered to occur at. the Reynolds Nunaber indicated by
the arrow.
When p“ressure rneasuremerits are made in a region of
rapid change of total pressure, the effective center of
the total-pressure tubes. does not coincide with their
geometrical center. When .the.total-pressure tubes were
not in contact with the surface, the effective center of
the tubes was taken as the distance fronthe surface to
the geometrical center plus one-quarter the diameter of.
the tube in th6 direction of the pressure gradient. (See
‘ reference 6.)
It was noticed that the foregoing correction was. in-
sufficient to make the readings of the tube in contact
with the surface consistent with ,the readings of the other
tubes. The uecessary correction to the tube. height was
found to be a function of d2ct]v.,
where
d height of tube.
a ve”locit”y gra~ient at surface.
G kinematic viscosity of air.
.
The trend of the curve of dt/d, where d~ is the effec-
tive height of the tube, against d2u/v (fig. 21) is
similar to that for the Stanton-type surface tube (“refer-
ence 7).
8DISCUSSION
‘Pressure Distribution
The Comparison between the experimental and,the the-
oretical i~ress’uredistributions over the N.A.C.A. 0012
dirfoil, given in figure 1, shows that ‘the experimentally
determined pressures are about 0,05qo lower than the the-
oretical pressures. Calculations of the effects of the
tunnel walls show that the first-order effect is to cause
an app”arent increase of 2-1/2 percent in the tunnel speed
for a 5-foot-chord airfoil of 12-percent” thickness. The
discrepancy between the calculated and the exi>erimental,
pressure distributions “is accounted for, almost exactlY,
by the calculated effects of the tunriel walls.
Laminar Boundary Layer
The i>osition of the laminar separation point was cal-
culated by the method of reference 80 The calculations
were based on the experimental pressur:e distribution.
Laminar boundary-layer profiles were calculated according
to the method of reference “2 at 0922c, 0.32c, 0.37c, 0.42c,
and 0*52c along the surface from the letiding edge.’ These
profiles are included in figures 6 to 10. The same approx-
imation to the pressure distribution over the airfoil was
used in calculating these &rofiles as was involved, in cal-
culating the position of” the laminar separation point.
“The shape of the profiles ahead of the position of
minimum pressure (figs. 4 and 5) agrees well with the
Blasius distribution. The laminar profiles throughout the
region of adverse pressure gradient are in satisfactory
agreement with the Von K.4rm6n-Millilcan laminar-boundary-
layer theory. , The results of the surveys in the laminar
region give no indications of partial transition such as
were found by Dryden (reference 9).
Transition
The variation of the position of the transition point
with Reynolds Number is shown in figure 22. The develop-
ment of transition at several stations is shown in figures
11, 12, and 13.
,.:.,
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A comphrisonof the results of this investigation “
i.
with the- results from other tunnels is shown ,in,figure
\
23. These results are presented in the, fo”rm of”plots of
J
[
Sk - s~.
;\, Jones~ parameter N &gainst’ r,=
‘s - ‘m
~1 -
where
~~
ST distance along surface fron leading edge to tr&n-
sition point.
[ Sm distance along surface from leading edge to mini-
J4
~
mum pressure point.
#j Ss distance along surface fron, leading edge to l&imi-
nar separation point.
The parameter N represents the Reynolds Nfiber of the
flow along a flat plate that corresponds to the same value
of the boundary-layer Reynolds Number R6 as the critical
value obtained in the test. The value of y corresponding
,/ ———___ ._______
to+ 0.707 was taken as 6. The value of N was con-
–.. ...__$L—----
puted as (~
~2i3 J
vfhere R6 + No complete boundary-
layer profiles were measured On the smooth N.A.C.A. 0012
airfoil in the 8-fOGt high-speed tunnel, and too few points
on the boundary-layer profiles were available i.nthe data
of the 19-foot pressure and the full-scale tunnels for an
accurate evaluation of 5. Because the theoretical and the
experimental values of 6 were in substantial agreement
in the low-turbulence tunnel and, in order to make. the val-
ues of N from the various tunnels comparable, the value
of 8 for figure 23 for each Gf the four tunnels was ob-
tained from the theoretical boundary-layer profiles cal-
culated by the method of reference 2.
I A considerable difference exists between the results
of the tests in the other tunnels and the results of the
Present tests in “the low-’ttirbule~ce tun~el. The results] of tests of the same airfoil in the full-scale tunnel show
particularly low values of N. Drag tests of spheres in
the full-scale and the 8-foot high-speed tunnels (references11 10 and 11) show that the critical Reynolds Number of a
sphere in the fu’11-scale tunnel is 350,000 as compared with
385,000 for the 8-foot high-spded tunnel and flight. It
lb
$s seen, therefore’, “that neither the difference bet,weezi
the results from the full-scale tunnel andtho 8-foot
high-speed tunnel nor the differ”enc,tibetween the te,sts in
the 8-foot high-s”peqd tunnel and the p.rese.nt tests in the
low-turbulence tunnel can he accounted for on the basis of
an effective Reynolds Number factor such as was found for
sphere-drag tests and the maximum lift of airfoils. A
comparison of the results fron the “low-turbulence and the
8-foot high-speed tunnels” indicates that amounts of turbu-
lence in the air strean too small to have any noticeable
effect on thq critical Reynolds Nunber of a sphere tiay
have a.n effect on the occurrence of transition on airfoils.
The higher values of N found in the present tests com-
pared with those obtained in the 8-foot high-speed and the
19-foot pressure tunnels indicate that the l~vel of t-&rl?u-
lence in these tunnels “is greater thqn the level in the
low-turbulence tunnel. Comparative measurements of transi-
tion on ariother airfoil in flight and in the low-turbulence
tunnel indicate that the remaining turbulence of this air
stream ‘is still capable of producing marked effects “on
transition.
!i’heforegoing comparisons show the important effects
of small amounts of turbulence. The need for similar tests
for Comparative purposes on this airfoil in flight is ob-
vious .
Turbuleat Boundary Layer
The shape of the turbulent-boundary-layer profiles
plotted logarithmically shows that the profiles follow
neither a power law nor a logarithmic law. The entire
problem of the effect of ~ressure gradient on the turbu-
lent boundary layer needs further study.
The curve of the effect of scale on drag given in
figure 3 shows that the dra~ of the N.A..C.A. 0012 airfoil
is relatively insensitive to Reynolds Number. The values
are in good a+jreem”ent with those from the N.A.C.A. variable-
density tunnel corrected to effective Reynolds I?umber,(ref-
erence 12) except for th9 variable-density-tunnel point at
a Reyno3ds Number of 450,000, the accuracy, of which is
doubtful. Although the critical values of N on this air-
foil (fig. 23) seem to give a good indication of the tur-
bulence level of the air stream, the drag of this section
is insufficiently sensitive to be used for this purpose.
\
1
1 $k.in Friction
I
ii The distribution of skin friction along the surface
,;, of the airfoil was determined from the B“oundary-laybr ‘sur-
f-’ - ‘--
I
,$, veys”. In tfie laminar=fZow r,egi’on,the’skin$rictiori was, ‘[
,i found from, the slope of the velocity profil.es.’.at the sur~
1. f,ace. ““Interms .of the parameters usedin fijggres4 to 10,
:! the skin-friction coefficient i’s given by
~
u
2
‘[)
q
cf.— —
n
@
y=o
/ Throughout the region of turbulent flow, the
Von Kdrm6n momentum relation was used to find the distri-.
bution of skin friction. In “terms of the quantities meas-
ured in the tests, the skin-friction coefficient nay be
expressed as
The d.istrihution of akin friction in the turbulent layer
and the profile drag of the airfoil were also calculated
according tc the method of Squire and Young (reference 3)0
In. these theoretical calculations, transition was assumed
to occur at the positions given in figure 22.
Curves showing the distribution of skin friction along
the surface are given in figure 24.. The integrated skin-
friction drag coefficients are plotted in figure 2 for com-
parison with the results of the wake-survey measurements.,
Figure 2 shows the drag coefficients calculated ac-
,,
cording to the”~ethod of reference 3 and those obtained
~ from the wake-survey determinations to be in good agreement.
The fact that the calculated values of the profile-drag\
coefficients are slightly higher than the experimental val-
ues is prob,ably due to the choice of the position of theb transition point. ?he transition point vas”considered to
correspond to a point near the beginning of the transition
region., where, the skin friction is still 10W*’ If a point
slightly farther back had been chosen, the agre~ment would
have been better.
12 ‘
The theoretical and tho experiinen,tal distributions
of skin friction a“long the surface (fi&. .24) are “consid-
ered to be in good agreenent, .in view of the difficulty
of determining the experimental distribution that involves
the differentiation of an experimental curve. The agrce-
nent between” the experimental and the theoretical inte-
grated skin-friction coefficients (fig. 2) is nuch closer.
The comparison of the integrated coefficients is regarded
as a more reliable check bf the theory than the curves of
skin-friction distribution because of the greater aocuracy
in obtaining the integrated coefficients from the boundary-
layer surveys. The distribution cf velocities close to
the surface of the airfoil (fig. 25) should “give a fair
indication of the sb.ape of the skin-friction distribution.%.
The sliape of these curves is similar to that of the theo-
retical curves of skin friction. It is therefore thought
that the Squire-and-?ou.ng method (reference 3) gives an
accurate .estimate of the turbulent skin-friction distribu-
tion, at least for moderate ,pressure gradients.
The theoretical calculations and the experimental re-
sults given i~ figure 2 are in agreement in showing that
direct skin friction along tlie surface of this airfoil ac-
counts for ‘approximately 80 percent of the profile drag.
CONCLUSIONS
I’rom the results of the present investigation, it is
concluded that:
1. The calculated and the experimental laminar bound-
ary-layer profiles for an N.A.C.A. 0012 airfoil are in good
agreement.
2. Although comparative measurements of transition in
flight indicate that the turbulence of the air stream of the
low-turbulence tunnel is large enough to produce narked
effects on transiti”on$ the turbulence of this air stream
is less than that of other N.4;C.A. tunnels previously sup-
posed to have low turbulence.
3. The critical Reynolds Number .of a“sphere cannct he
used”as a measure of the effects of small anounts of tur~u-
lence on the flow about an airfoil.
4. The calculated turbulent skin-friction distribution
for an N.A.C.A. 0012 airfoil is in fair agreement with that
found fron boundary-layer surveys.
\5. ,For the N, A’.C. A. .0012 airfoil, the Squire-and-
.Y”oung method ,,ofcalculating profile drag. gave” results i.n
go-od agreement with the value determined .“fromwake sur-
veyO. “ , . -
-.
6. Approximately 80 percent of the profilk drag “of
the N;A;C.A. 0012. airfoilis direct skin-friction drag.
.
Langley Me’rnorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory C.omm.ittee for Aeronautics,”
Langley Field, Va,, June 7, 1940.
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Figure 11.- Boundary-layer surveys
0.37c along surface from
leading edge of N.A.C.A. 0012 airfoil.,
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Figure 12.- Boundary-layer s[rveys
0.42c along surface from
leading edge of N.A.C.A. 0012 airfoil.
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Figure 13.- Boundary-layer surveys
0.52c along surfmce from
leading edge of N.A.C.A. 0012 airfoil.
Figure 14.- Boundary-layer surveys
0.62c llong surface from
leading ldge of N.A.C.A. 0012 airfoil.
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Figure 15.- Boundary-layersurveys0.72c along surface
from leading edge of N.A.C.A.0012 airfoil.
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Figure 16.- Boundary-layersurveys0.82c along surface
from leading edge of N.A.C.A.0012 airfoil.
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Figure 1’7.-Boundary-layer surveys 0.92c along surface
from leading edge of N.A.C.A. 0012 airfoil.
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Figure 18.- Boundary-layersurveys0.97c along surface
from leadingedge of N.A.C.A.0012 airfoil.
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Figure19.- Logarithmicplotof boundary-layer pr~f~les along ~urfaceof N.A.C.AO ()()12airfoil.
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Figure 23.- Equivaletitflat-plate Reynolds Numbers corresponding to
transition on N.A.C.A. 0012 airfoil from tests in several
N.A.C.A. tunnels.
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H.A.C.A. Figs.24,25
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Figure 24.- Distribution of skin friction along the
surface of N.A.C.A. 0012 airfoil.
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Figure 25.- Chordwise distribution of velocity near
the surface of N.A.C.A. 0012 airfoil. ‘
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